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Abstract
Neuro-otological and posturography findings in 15 patients with visually induced vertiginous symptoms (visual vertigo) are reported. Thirteen patients were considered to have a peripheral vestibular disorder; seven had abnormal caloric or rotational test results. Two patients had CNS disorder—a cerebellar degeneration and a brainstem stroke. Posturography testing showed that five patients showed abnormally large body sway induced by full field visual motion stimulation. This group included the two patients with CNS disease and four with strabismic symptoms (diplopia, squint surgery, and ocular muscle weakness). It is concluded that visual vertigo is a heterogeneous syndrome with peripheral or central aetiologies and may occur if patients with balance disorders show high visual field dependence. In patients with visual vertigo, the presence of additional CNS or strabismic symptoms may cause inappropriate postural reactions in environments with conflicting or disorienting visual stimuli, probably by reducing the ability to resolve the sensory conflict.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1995;59:472-476)

Materials and methods
Fifteen patients reporting vertigo, dizziness, or off balance sensations, precipitated or aggravated by certain visual situations, were recruited. Their mean age was 39 (range 21–57) years. All patients underwent a neuro-logical and neuro-otological examination, including eye movement recordings (DC electro-oculography), searching for spontaneous nystagmus, smooth pursuit, optokinetic nystagmus, vestibulo-ocular reflex, and its visual suppression, as described previously. The caloric test was performed according to the technique described by Fitzgerald and Hallpike, with and without Frenzel’s glasses, and the duration results were expressed as percentages indicating canal paresis or directional preponderance using standard formulas. Eye movement and caloric results were compared with our normal data.

POSTUROGRAPHY
Body sway in the anteroposterior (x) and lateral (y) axes was assessed by measuring the displacement of the centre of foot pressure. Subjects stood shoeless on an earth fixed force platform with feet 20 cm apart, inside a mobile experimental room mounted on pneumatic wheels. The subject faced one of the lateral walls of the mobile room, at an eyewaII distance of 38 cm, so that displacements of the room provided full field linear optokinetic stimulation along the y, interaural, axis. Discrete room displacements of 30 cm were delivered smoothly by hand with a sigmoid shaped trajectory lasting about one second, peak velocity 2–3 cm/s (peak angular velocity at the level of the eye, 3–76°/s). A potentiometer attached to one of the wheels transduced room displacement.

Baseline body sway recordings, in the absence of room motion, were obtained for one minute with eyes open and closed. Then the room was displaced from right to left, or vice versa, with interstimulus intervals of eight to 16 seconds; four to eight stimuli in each direction were delivered. Body weight was normalised and sway path was measured, defined as the displacement of the combined xy rotating vector of a 70 kg mass per 12 seconds; apparatus and techniques used have been fully described previously. Two groups acted as controls for the underlying cause for their symptoms. In this paper, neuro-otological and posturography findings in 15 such patients are reported.
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The existence of visually mediated vertiginous symptoms is often disregarded because diseases of the eye or visual pathway do not induce any sense of unsteadiness or dizziness. Even in normal subjects, however, certain visual stimuli induce transient spatial disorientation and motion sickness-like symptoms (for example, linear and circularvection, fox-ground illusions, flight simulators). Clinicians also know that some patients report “dizzy” symptoms precipitated or exacerbated by certain visual surroundings. These usually include optic flow stimulation by particularly rich or repetitive visual patterns, such as those encountered in supermarket aisles, unstable visual backgrounds (traffic, crowds, moving objects), and certain driving conditions. Unfortunately, however, many of these patients are discharged after conventional examinations with the impression that a psychological disorder is the
posturography protocol described: normal subjects (n = 30, mean age 48 years) and a vestibular control group, without visual vertigo, who underwent unilateral labyrinthectomy or vestibular neurotomy for refractory vertigo six months previously (n = 12, mean age 52 years).

Sway path of the individual patients with visual vertigo were compared with the mean (plus two SDs) of both the normal and labyrinthectomy control groups. The variables assessed were: spontaneous sway path with eyes open (EO), spontaneous sway path with eyes closed (EC), sway path during motion of the room (visual stimulation, VS), and the amount of sway attributed to visual stimulation (VS-EO). Comparisons were also made between sway path values expressed as ratios: “R/L” (ratio between rightwards and leftwards room motion) to identify asymmetries in the visually induced sway response, “2nd/1st” (ratio between the second and first visual stimuli) as a measure of the subject's ability to adapt to the moving visual surrounding, “EC/EO” (Romberg quotient), and “VS/EO” (the ratio between sway during the visual stimuli and sway during eyes open without stimulation) indicative of a subject's sensitivity to the moving surroundings in relation to his or her baseline sway.

Results
CLINICAL AND NEURO-OTOLOGICAL FINDINGS
The more frequent visual precipitating factors or “triggers” were walking in supermarket aisles (six patients), the walking moving surroundings during travelling (five patients in cars and one in trains), moving objects (for example, “disco” lights, people walking, cars passing by; six patients) and movements of the eyes (two patients). It is important to note that most patients reported more than one visual trigger. In nine patients vestibular symptoms not triggered by visual stimuli preceded the appearance of visual vertigo, but in six patients the onset of both types of symptoms was roughly simultaneous. All patients had spontaneous vestibular-like symptoms or unsteadiness, but these were specifically aggravated by the visual conditions mentioned (see case reports later). The duration of the first ranged from six months to 20 years and that of the second from three months to 15 years.

In 10 patients it was thought that the cause of the symptoms was an underlying peripheral vestibular disorder. This diagnosis was reached on a clinical basis in the presence of a reliable history of vertiginous symptoms without evidence of CNS involvement from the history, examination, or imaging procedure. Three further patients were also classified as having possible peripheral vestibular disorder, in the absence of alternative diagnosis at the time of investigations. One of these showed small, scarce lesions in the cerebral white matter on MRI and another patient developed multiple sclerosis two years later. Seven of these 13 patients had caloric/rotational findings beyond our normal limits (a patient with a canal paresis of 7% and six patients with directional preponderances ranging from 14% to 40%) but none of these was a substantial unilateral canal paresis to add sound evidence of a labyrinthine lesion.

Two patients had a CNS disorder at the time of examination, one with clinical and CT evidence of a brainstem stroke and another with a family history and oculomotor disorder indicative of cerebellar degeneration.

POSTUROGRAPHY
Figure 1 shows posturography data. For the purpose of this study, the most meaningful sway variables were VS-EO and VS/EO as these essentially quantify selective unsteadiness in response to visual motion. Ten patients fell within the normal limits of either the normal or labyrinthectomy control groups. Five patients were outside both control limits for those variables (four each for VS-EO and VS/EO, five in all; fig 1).
Figure 2  Raw force plate recordings of patient 3. Sagittal (forward-backward) and coronal (rightward-leftward) sway is shown during spontaneous body sway with eyes open and closed (A) and during three consecutive displacements of the mobile room (B). Note the considerable unsteadiness during visual stimulation. The arrows signal stimulus onset.
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An attempt was made to identify factors which may explain the selectively increased visually induced unsteadiness in these five patients. Among these patients were the only two with unequivocal cerebellar/brainstem lesions; four of the five had either diplopia or extraocular muscle limitations, or both. By contrast, none of the other patients with visual vertigo but normal sway responses had such central or oculomotor findings at the time of examination. Illustrative sway recordings and brief presentations of two cases with exaggerated sway responses follow.

PATIENT NO 3

A 38 year old woman had spontaneous, recurring, short lasting vertiginous episodes and a continuous feeling of being slightly off balance made much worse by visual triggers (fast moving objects, passing cars, modest heights) and head movements for the past six years. Sixteen years earlier she had had a road traffic accident which left her unconscious for a few minutes. She also had had several operations for congenital squint on both eyes, the last one some 10 years earlier. Examination disclosed a slight convergent squint in primary gaze with mild bilateral restriction of abduction, a marginal right sided caloric canal paresis (7%), and a slight high frequency sensory-neural hearing loss on the right. It was thought that the patient's symptoms could be explained by the combination of labyrinthine and extraocular muscle disorders although a clear aetiological diagnosis could not be made.

Figure 2 shows considerable sway induced by room motion in all three consecutive stimuli. Normal responses (reported previously \( *)\) attenuate considerably after the first presentation of the stimulus. Sway path measurements during room movement showed that this patient's values (VS-EO: 431 mm and VS/EO: 3.23) were outside the limits (mean + 2SDs) of both control groups (normal control VS-EO: 100 mm and VS/EO: 1.5; labyrinthectomy control group VS-EO: 360 mm and VS/EO: 2.20).

PATIENT 12

A 54 year old woman had a 15 year history of unsteadiness, which had increased in the past 18 months. Her symptoms were mostly present in moderate heights, supermarkets, and while viewing moving objects. Her mother, sister, and maternal aunt reported balance symptoms but could not be examined. On examination, she had a mild gait ataxia; she reported skew diplopia during examination on gaze left and left-up and a left superior rectus limitation was noted (appearing as a right over left skew deviation). There was gaze evoked nystagmus on looking right, left, and up, abnormal pursuit and vestibulo-ocular reflex suppression, and positioning down-beat nystagmus. Computed tomography and evoked potentials (auditory, somatosensory, and visual) were normal. Magnetic resonance imaging showed multiple non-specific lesions. She was diagnosed as having slowly progressive, familial cerebellar degeneration.

Figure 3 shows raw body sway records of this patient. In this case, prompted by the presence of focusing difficulties which improved on closing one eye during the test, monocular visual stimulation was also investigated. The illustration presents the first stimulus of the series, in this case from left to right, in the sequence in which they were delivered during the same experimental session. The destabilising effect of room motion occurred during binocular and left ("squinting") eye viewing but not during right eye viewing. The effect persisted without habituation during the various stimuli conditions and persisted on two separate testing sessions. Identical effects were seen in this patient during visual stimulation along the fronto-occipital axis (not shown). Sway path measurements during standard, binocular stimulation (VS-EO: 393 mm; S/EO: 2.58) were outside the limits for both control groups.

Discussion

This study was set up to identify neurootological or posturographic features which would characterise patients with vertiginous or off balance symptoms triggered by specific visual environments (visual vertigo). The term visual vertigo has also been used to include conditions in which the symptom rather than the trigger is visual (for example, pendular or downbeat nystagmus and head movement
induced symptoms in patients with bilateral vestibular loss or ocular motor palsies). In such cases, it may be difficult to distinguish visual vertigo from oscillopsia.

In our patients, labyrinthine, neurological, and strabismic disorders were present, which indicates that visual vertigo is a heterogeneous syndrome. Such heterogeneity warrants further investigation but well established neurootological syndromes (for example, positional vertigo) also exhibit varied aetiologies and mechanisms. The question is why some patients with otherwise conventional vestibular disorders exhibit visual "triggers".

THE ORIGIN OF ABNORMAL SWAY IN PATIENTS WITH VISUAL VERTIGO

The finding that four of the five patients with visual vertigo with enhanced postural responses to room motion had strabismic symptoms (diplopia, extraocular muscle limitations, strabismus surgery) and that two of the five had brainstem/cerebellar disease may be of relevance. Re-examination of this data in identical experiments in cerebellar and parkinsonian patients showed that CNS involvement itself cannot be the only cause of the increased visually evoked postural responses in the patients with visual vertigo. A CNS disorder associated with strabismic
symptomatology or visual dependence may be required.

Ocular misalignment may play a part in disordered postural control either by an erroneous sense of direction brought about by diplopia or by altered ocular proprioceptive signals. During self-induced or externally induced optic flow stimulation, the direction of visuopostural responses will be determined by the position of the eye in the orbit and of the head on the trunk. Movement of visual scenes in the frontal plane induces sway in the frontal plane if the subject's eye and head are in a straight ahead position. If by a combination of eye and head deviation the eyes are, say, at a 90° angle of the trunk, frontal visual motion induces sway along the sagittal plane of the body. This is what is expected if vision is to control posture irrespectively of gaze angle and implies that information from eye and neck proprioceptors have the capability to redistribute visuopostural responses to the required somatic muscles. Thus it could be postulated that ocular misalignment or squint surgery make eye proprioceptive signals unreliable and therefore likely be disregarded by the postural control centres. Such loss of the regulatory control of eye proprioceptive signals on visuopostural reactions would make these patients further unable to suppress sway responses elicited by conflicting visual stimuli.

It is concluded that patients reporting balance symptoms triggered or exacerbated by certain visual environments require neurootological investigation as they are likely to have an underlying abnormality of the vestibular system. It is possible that idiosyncratic features (enhanced visual dependence) make some patients with balance disorders unduly sensitive to visual stimuli. Posturography findings during visual motion partly support this view but further studies incorporating perceptual and psychological assessment are needed.

I am indebted to J Derrick Hood, who introduced me to the problem of visual vertigo and initiated the study of visuopostural reactions when he was Director of the MRC Neuro-otology Unit. Many colleagues at the National Hospital, but especially Gerald Brooks, Linda Luxon, and Peter Rudge, kindly allowed me to investigate their patients.
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